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'THE SPIRIT OF THE STRIKE
'By Rev. Irwin St John Tucker
Within the past week the spirit of

the garment workers' strike has
grown. For ten days every hall meet-
ing has shown fighting energy and
enthusiasm. The reason is that vic-
tory is in sight

It could not be otherwise. Never
has anarchy and lawlessness been so

) clearly divided from reason and jus- -
tice as in this dispute. Thirty-eig- ht

bosses, coipprising the members of
the two manufacturers' associations,
which have defied the authority of
the city and precipitated violence in
the streets, are receiving the protec-
tion of the mayor and the chief of po-
lice. But this is against the emphatic
protests of the city council and civic
bodies of influence. The strikers are
standing for decency and justice in
the industrial and in the civic world.

Their strong stand is undermining
the worst of their foes, the United
Garment Workers' union, which is
dissolving and coming over to the
strikers. It has enlisted to their sup-
port the energetic of
thousands of citizens and of a ma-
jority of the city government

The spirit of victory is in the air.
When that gets abroad the ending of
the strike is but the adjustment of
terms; the fight is won.

WAR BULLETINS
London. King Constantino of

Greece is trying to organize an anti-
war Venizelos cabinet which is a
paradox it Is believed here" today.

What he is thought to have in
mind is formation of ministry of
both pro-w- ar and anti-w- ar members
with Venizelos at its head, but
ficient number of peace element as
his colleagues to outvote premier.

This is assuming that he will con-

sent to head coalition ministry. It is
hoped and generally believed here
that he will refuse.

London. Bulgaria's killed and
wounded m Serbian campaign are es

. iUmated by Serb staff at 100,000.

SAY, WHERE DO THEY
GET THAT STUFF?

BY H. M. COCHRAN
There's been wielding of clubs
On the work class dubs

By men who are ready and rough.
There's been rotten talk used
On the female abused;

Say, where do they get that stuff?
Some coppers in town
Have been sneakin' aroun.

Their manner is backed up by bluff.
But because of their power
They beat "one every hour";

Say, where do they get that stuff?
Little girls in their teens,
Who are garment work "queens,"

Have been treated like cattle
enough.

A stop should be made
On the riot and raid;

Say, where do they get. that stuff?
The arm of the "law"
Should be broken it's raw,

As it's used with its batter and buff.
With the strikers the goats,
While the bossing class gtoats;

Say, where do they get that stuff?
The average man

Who is walking a beat
With strictest of orders.

Is sent on the street
The higher-up- s say:

"Let your actions be rough."
It's oders and

That's where they gef that stuff.
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BOSTON STORE SUED FOR $10,000
A $10,000 damage suit was filed

against the Boston Store by Joseph
McShane, attorney for James Bishop.
Bishop is a public administrator and
is suing for the relatives of Fred C.
Davis, who was killed by a Boston
Store auto truck at Clyde, 111., on
Sept 9.

Davis was a mail carrier and was
riding his motorcycle east on 27th st
when the tniok nnf nf cofVi

let and hit the Davis boy.


